2nd of June 2016

Hands off Roman Polanski!
The Catholic Church takes every effort not to make us forget that it has absolutely to be
counted among the plague of humanity (as likewise only the Islam; jointly, they have brought
more misery upon mankind than all fascist and Stalinist regimes together). As the ‘secular
arm’ of the Catholic Church, the Polish justice minister Mr. Zbigniew Ziobro has appealed the
decision of the Kraków court which recently had rejected as illegal the extradition of the
ingenious director to his American tormentors (Besides the French nationality, Roman
Polanski also holds the Polish nationality and has a residence in Kraków). It is true that the
conservative Polish government withstands the EU dictates of conformity – in that respect
comparable to the Hungarian Orbán government –, but its vassal’s loyalty to the United States
and the Vatican (that is to say, to ‘Throne and Altar’ in their present form) is unconditional
and spineless. Thus, the Polish minister does not only act as the obedient servant of his Pope,
but also as the obsequious lackey of the U.S. government that has just imposed upon the
Polish people, right at their front door, missile systems poised against Russia along with
American ground troops (The Soviet patronage of Poland may have been a nuisance, but it
was never as thoroughly repulsive as this combination of religious terror and Imperialist
dictate, since even Stalin’s show trials and mass shootings did never succeed in blacking out
entirely the basic humanist concern of communism that the priests pupil Stalin hated and
wanted to wipe out).
As unclean as the Polish minister’s endeavour is, as flimsy are his ‘arguments’, since he
exclusively calls on the (sexual) envy of those who haven’t got their share, the ‘painters’ and
‘plumbers’ and even ‘doctors’ as whose self-appointed advocate he pretends to act. Formerly,
such methods and demagogic stereotypes were used to hunt down witches and heretics – this
filth must be left on the garbage heap of history and shall reek there. In any case, it does not
belong in a democracy that deserves this name.

Never again the Dark Ages!
Hands off Roman Polanski!
Please address your protest letters to the Polish government:
1.

2.

To Mrs. Beata Szydło
Prime Minister
The Chancellery of the Prime Minister
Al. Ujazdowskie 1/3
00-583 Warsaw
Poland
To Mr. Zbigniew Ziobro
Minister of Justice Prosecutor General
Ministry of Justice
Al. Ujazdowskie 11
00-950 Warsaw
Poland

And please send a copy of your protest letters to us.

